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During the 27 years since I first spoke in Munich on this topic,1 the persistent refusal by TUM to end its
use of nuclear weapons-grade, highly enriched uranium (HEU) fuel in the FRM II reactor has endangered
both German and international security, reflecting TUM’s arrogance and lies.
This can be documented by an overview of the history.
In the 1970s, the international community came to realize that HEU fuel poses unacceptable dangers of
proliferating nuclear weapons to states and terrorists. Accordingly, at an international conference in
1978, they agreed to convert existing HEU-fueled research reactors to low-enriched uranium (LEU) fuel,
which is unsuitable for nuclear weapons, and to design new research reactors to use LEU. Since then, 71
research reactors in nearly 40 countries have been converted from HEU fuel to LEU fuel, another 31
HEU-fueled research reactors have been shut down, and approximately 20 new research reactors have
been designed and built to use LEU fuel.2 Thus, international cooperation has eliminated HEU fuel in
over 120 research reactors worldwide, sharply reducing risks of diversion and theft for nuclear weapons.
The remaining handful of HEU-fueled research reactors outside of Russia are nearly all on track to shut
down or convert to LEU fuel in coming years. Several countries also have redesigned their army
reactors, naval reactors, space reactors, and/or medical isotope production facilities to utilize LEU
instead of HEU, further reducing proliferation risks.
The most prominent exception is TUM, which defied the international consensus by designing the FRM II
in the 1990s to use HEU fuel, and ever since has refused to convert it to LEU fuel. In the 1990s, TUM
offered several justifications for its recalcitrance – none of which has stood the test of time:
•
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•

TUM claimed that the US would provide HEU for the FRM II, but US law prohibited that on
nonproliferation grounds, so TUM regrettably encouraged Russia to begin exporting nuclear
weapons-grade uranium, exacerbating global proliferation and terrorism risks.

•

TUM claimed that the FRM II could not convert to “silicide” LEU fuel, which has been qualified
and used worldwide since 1988, even though a US national laboratory study concluded in 1996
that such LEU fuel was feasible for the FRM II.4 Belatedly, in 2018, a study by one of TUM’s own
professors confirmed that it was indeed feasible to convert the FRM II to silicide LEU,5 but TUM
has blocked publication of that paper, engaging in a disgraceful cover-up that violates free
speech and academic ethics.6

TUM now claims that no other high-performance research reactors in Europe or the United States are
converting to silicide LEU fuel, citing this as grounds to postpone the FRM II’s conversion until
development of long-delayed “UMo” LEU fuel, but that too is a lie. In the Netherlands, the “High Flux
Reactor” converted to silicide LEU in 2006.7 In Belgium, the “BR-2,” which has higher power and
neutron flux than the FRM II, is in the process of converting to silicide LEU, scheduled for completion in
2026.8 In the United States, the “High Flux Isotope Reactor” has published its plan to convert to silicide
LEU.9 In France, the “Réacteur à Haut Flux” has published a study, co-authored by a U.S. national
laboratory, on the feasibility of converting to silicide LEU.10 Converting these other reactors to silicide
LEU typically entails small changes to the reactor’s thermal power and fuel geometry to maintain
performance, as would be true for the FRM II.
The FRM II’s fresh HEU fuel has 93-percent enrichment of the chain-reacting isotope U-235 – identical to
the enrichment in U.S. nuclear weapons. The FRM-II possesses approximately 400kg of fresh and spent
HEU, sufficient for more than 16 nuclear weapons. The reactor, which I have visited, cannot be guarded
with the highest security like a nuclear weapons storage facility because it is located on a university
campus. This underscores why the world decided over 40 years ago that civilian reactors should not use
HEU fuel. TUM, by defying that international norm, continues needlessly to endanger German and
international security. Such unjustifiable and perilous use of HEU fuel must end one way or another. If
TUM refuses to convert the reactor to LEU fuel, the German and Bavarian governments should
expeditiously require that the FRM II be shut down and decommissioned.
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